9/11 bombshell: WTC-AMEX 300 ton bullet
9/11 Nuclear Bomb Signature preserved by American
Express Tower:
$2,000 prize for 1st person who proves this 300 ton piece of WTC could
have been shot into AMEX with anything but NUKES
$100,000. Prize for Disproving NO-planes hit WTCs

A massive 300 ton piece of one of WTC buildings was,
instantanously, shot into the corner of AMEX Tower 200
meters away, cutting through AMEX like a flying ax piercing
a watermelon, with its tail-end sticking out, and probably
killing dozens of people (of whom we never heard!)
Shooting that 300 ton bullet compares with shooting the
300 ton Los Angeles museum rock (Levitated Mass), as a
cannonball (to target the AMEX Tower), alone required a
force of at least 6 Kilotons, according to this force formula:

F = m X a = 300 X 200= 6,000 tons= 6 Kilotons
6 kilo-tons is 1/3rd the force of the NUKES dropped on
Japan in 1945. Therefore, New York was nuked on 9/11/01
by individuals within USA, using U.S. atomic weapons plus
many other hi-tech devices. The entirety of each WTC
nukes probably exceeded 60 kilotons.
Another massive WTC piece destroyed same side of Gallery, and its roof (below). Each of
the below fully loaded trucks may weigh 30 tons max. Shooting the 300 ton WTC bullet
equals to shooting 10 of these fully loaded trucks as one massive bullet, while shooting
even one of these 30 ton trucks, weighing like a Sherman tank, as a cannonball is

impossible without an atomic explosion. Buildings veiled to conceal extent, and nature, of
damage (below). Much more 6 kiloton nuclear force caused atomic dustification of WTCS.
The “9/11 truthers” have ignored this irrefutable atomic proof-of-fact for
any one, or more, of these reaons:
- they have NOT been aware of this 300 ton bullet due to media
blackout of this subject and its pictures;
- to sell their books and articles for profit;
- to continue the 9/11 disinformation campaign;
Plugging into the above formula any acceptable numbers results in
multiple kilotons of force, only achieveable with Nuclear Weapons of Mass
Destruction (NWMD), and not with any comics of “the 9/11 truthers”, or
those of “the 9/11 Commission” (comics such as: hitting; fire; collpasing;
destroying, fed to elementary school fans of Batman, and Spiderman).
911 Terrorist Face Imprint Found in American Express Tower Window
9/11 PLANE WING DISAPPEARS AS IT HITS TRADE CENTER TOWER! CGI HOLOGRAM?
The Destruction - Part 1/2
WTC “Waterfalls Memorial Bombshell:
“The beauty of the design is that it maintains the footprints of the
buildings. It gives you a sense of how large the buildings were.” Now,
Salessi’s personal thoughts: “The real beauty of WTC waterfalls is their
true function, which (I believe) is to continuously decontaminate (i.e.:
wash-down) the underground nuclear radiation of the atomic blasts of
9/11”! My advice: don’t near Ground Zero without a Geiger!
Russian general reveals truth about 9/11 “WTC nuclear signature” “WTC atomic signature”
Believe Your Own Eyes (Media brain-wash to make believe)
Veteranstoday: 9/11/2012/truth-will-out-the-vancouver-hearings-ii(NUKES PROVED): Part-1 2 3

Pledges of larger prizes can be posted by source name.

The 300 ton bullet sliced through 10 floors, at a corner (one
of the hardest edges of the building):

The 300 ton spear sliced through 10 floors, at a corner (one of the four hardest
edges of the building): The tail of the spear-like penetration into AMEX appears to trace back to the
ground level of WTC as its point of origin. The 15-20 degree flight-path angle suggests beginning of
ascent of the 300-ton spear, which had it not been blocked by AMEX, would have travelled much farther
and fallen into water, or on the other side of it, may be over a mile away! That is like firing a column of 10
Sherman tanks skewered together to form a spear, as a Sherman Shish-Kabob, from the base of WTC at
a 15-20 angle with so much force that 8 of the 10 tanks penetrated AMEX and 2 were stuck outside it.

Another colossal piece destroyed same side of Gallery:

